
Maximizing Your 
Company’s Value in 

the Marketplace

FOR LOWER MIDDLE MARKET BUSINESS OWNERS 

WHO WANT TO GROW AND PROTECT                      

THE VALUE OF THEIR COMPANIES



“Begin with the End in Mind”

- STEPHEN COVEY



We help SME enterprises 
survive and thrive by rapidly 
overcoming their constraints 

to growth and profitability

Our Mission



The Backbone 

of America’s Economy: 

Small Business Owners 

• 99.9% of all businesses in the U.S. are classified as small 

businesses* 

• Roughly 30 million small businesses in America

• Employ almost half (47-49%) of the nation’s private workforce.** 

• Create 1.5 million jobs annually.**

• Overwhelmingly recognized as America’s engine of economic 

growth, essential to our nation’s health.



• The Covid-19 pandemic and resulting world-wide governmental responses and policies have caused:

• closure or shrinking of many “non-essential businesses” due to business shutdowns, disruptions, restrictions, and 
regulations that made business operations unprofitable or practically impossible to continue without government 
subsidies.

• a break in global supply chains, 

• worker preferences toward a hybrid work from home/workplace environment, and 

• a huge spike in new start-up “work from home” fledgling businesses, contributing to “The Great Resignation.”

• Cybersecurity, supply chain disruptions, and a shortage of skilled workers represent the greatest challenges facing most 
businesses, domestically and globally. 

• “High-wage” employment (over $60k/yr.) is up 9.6% over pre-pandemic levels.** Thus, the costs for maintaining a skilled 
workforce have increased for business owners, setting off a wave of price increases to maintain margins.

• “Low-wage” employment (<$27k/yr.) is down 21% from pre-pandemic levels.** Non-skilled labor has subsisted on 
unemployment subsidies and government relief programs, contributing to “The Great Resignation” phenomenon. In turn, 
companies are turning to automation as an answer to the labor supply shortage.

• In turn, costs for raw materials and components have skyrocketed due to shortages from the supply chain disruptions. 
Decades of deflationary forces have now reversed into spiraling inflation, with overall demand exceeding available supply.

• This divergence is creating a K-shaped recovery, exacerbating the wealth divide.

The Effect of the Pandemic



Small Business Owner 
Attributes

To survive and thrive in this new Age of Disruption, Small Business Owners must generally possess:

◦ Rapid problem-solving ability in an increasingly complex business environment;

◦ Niche’ expertise and skill sets that can be leveraged by passing along this knowledge to the 

organization’s team.

◦ A deep understanding of their industry’s structure, target market, customer pain points, needs, and 

expectations.

◦ Ability to manage cash flow and overcome growth-capital shortages hampered by traditional bank 

lending standards and collateral requirements. 

Small Business Owners must therefore continue to take substantial personal financial risks 

throughout their company’s growth curve, amid increased complexity, threats, and external disruptions 

to their business models and underlying business assumptions—a hero’s journey.



About Us

•Gary T. Rose, J.D., former General Counsel and CEO of a middle market window and door, glass fabrication, and 
millwork company that grew into Michigan’s largest wood window company, is the founder of the Blue Sea 
Advisors Network.

•Blue Sea Advisors Network is a business longevity-focused virtual consortium of CXOs and business 
professionals with the expertise to help lower middle market business owners  ($5M-$50M in revenue) grow the 
value of their companies, overcome their key obstacles and risks, and maximize the transferable FMV of their 
businesses in the capital markets. 

•We offer small businesses affordable “ad-hoc” specialists with subject matter expertise in marketing, sales, 
operations, supply chain management, risk management and asset protection, supply chain management, 
corporate finance, digitalization, innovation, team building and recruiting , leadership mentoring, and 
engineered tax/cost reduction programs.

•We employ a powerful blend of strategic growth and transition planning methodologies using Constraint 
Management principles, that contribute directly to the longevity, value, and scalability of lower middle market 
businesses, greatly enhancing their value prior to a business transition.

•Our value-enhancing methodologies can be used at any stage of the business cycle--from launch to exit.
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As a Business Owner, 
what is your Ultimate Goal?

•For most business owners—and investors, it is the same: 

•“To maximize the transferable value of the business and ultimately leave it in good hands.” 

•Why is that such a common GOAL?

• Every business is an INVESTMENT of TIME and MONEY—and is perhaps the business owners’ 

largest single investment, the proceeds from which they will rely upon during retirement.

• People only make investments when they want and expect them to GROW in value.

• Investing a career’s worth of time, dedication, and risk capital in a business can offer an 

ample FINANCIAL REWARD… but only IF the business remains attractive to successor business 

owners and survives through periods of disruption. 



•Unfortunately, business failure happens all too frequently. (What Percentage of Startups Fail? 

[2020's Startup Statistics] (review42.com); 

•According to SBA statistics:

•Under 50% of businesses make it to their fifth year.

•2/3 of new businesses do not make it to the 10-year mark.

•90% of start-ups fail (based on CB Insights’ analysis of 111 startup post-mortems since 2018)

•Even 75% of venture-backed startups fail.

•Only 40% of startups actually earn a profit.

•82% of businesses that fail do so because of cash flow problems.
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What if you devote your best years 

to the business, but end up with 

nothing to show for it?

https://review42.com/resources/what-percentage-of-startups-fail/


Sobering Statistics for Surviving 
Businesses as well

ONLY 20-30% OF BUSINESSES THAT GO TO MARKET ACTUALLY SELL.                                                      

(Based on surveys by Exit Planning Institute, Price Waterhouse Coopers, Alliance of Mergers and 

Acquisitions Advisors, Business Broker Press, Family Firm Institute, and BizBuySell.)

•2/3 of business owners (largely baby boomers)  will likely want to exit from their business within the 

next 10 years—that’s 4.5 million companies seeking ownership exits, representing potentially over 

$10 TRILLION in business value.

•Business sale prices as a multiple of EBITDA are currently at historic highs--mainly because there 

are not enough GOOD QUALIFYING BUSINESSES out there for Private Equity firms to pick from and 

invest in. (EPI Report, Forbes) 

•Bottom Line: There will be a lot of competition trying to sell traditional businesses at the same time. 

Those who can sell will make a fortune. Those who can’t will end up with little.
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Key Reasons why lower middle market 
businesses get rejected by 
potential buyers/investors

•Poor history of revenue and profitability growth, insufficient 

cash flow generation, and comparatively low ROI/ROA metrics

•Sub-standard operational performance and a tarnished brand 

image

•Non-scalability or non-durability of revenue model

•Lack of a motivated, aligned, and engaged successor 

management team and sales force

•High level of existential risks on multiple fronts

•In other words: Not a Good Investment Risk



Allianz Risk Barometer: 
Top 5 business risks in 2022

Participants: 2,650 respondents from 88 countries, in 22 industry sectors, consisting of Allianz 

global business customers, brokers, industry trade associations, risk consultants, underwriters, 

senior managers, claims experts. Top 5 Business RISK Concerns:

1. Cyber Incidents (Cyber crime, IT failure/outage, data breaches, fines, penalties ) rose to #1.

2. Business Interruptions, including supply chain disruptions

3. Natural catastrophes (storm, flood, earthquake, wildfire, weather events) rose from #6 to #3. 

Hurricanes and resulting tornados and floods reached > $100B in 2021, 4th highest on record.

4. Pandemic-related health and workforce issues, restrictions on movement. 

5. Changes in legislation and regulations (trade tariffs, sustainability, economic sanctions, 

protectionism)
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2022’s Greatest 
Business Management 

Challenges

1. Avoiding Business Interruption: The biggest fear is not being able to produce products or deliver 

services due to unprecedented levels of disruption.

• Most feared business interruption? Crippling cyber-attacks (increase in ransomware attacks, data 

breaches, remote working vulnerability, and failure of digital supply chains/cloud technology 

service platforms)

• Second most feared business interruption? Supply chain disruptions from extreme weather 

events, pandemic-related manufacturing shutdowns, and transportation bottlenecks. 45% of 

respondents say supply chain disruptions had a large impact on their sector last year.

2. Building a skilled workforce: 69% of companies globally report talent shortages, a 15-year high

3. Refocusing on Risk Management: Building resilience against the many causes of business 

interruption is now becoming a decisive competitive advantage! Do you know where your greatest risks 

and greatest opportunities are, and how to address them?
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The Pandemic Has Only 
Accelerated the Pace of        
Change and Disruption

Industry 4.0 technologies have been unleashed worldwide, representing the biggest disruptive force in our 

lifetimes.

◦ We are now past the three prior Industrial Revolutions :

◦ Locomotives, Ford’s assembly line, computers & industrial robots.

◦ Industry 4.0: 8 key technology disruptors 

• Additive Manufacturing (3d Printing )       

◦ Artificial Intelligence

◦ Big Data

◦ Cloud Computing

◦ Modeling, Simulation, Visualization, and Immersion

◦ Industrial IoT

◦ Collaborative Robotics

◦ Cybersecurity and Blockchain



Potential impacts of the 
Industry 4.0 meteor storm

•Any one of the 8 technologies of Industry 4.0 are disruptive for those who ignore their application to the 
business. Combined, they pack an exponential punch to traditional business models and accelerate the 
pace of change and disruption.

•Some businesses may be going to $0 in 5-7 years due to 3D manufacturing alone (per Tom Kelly, Pres. Of 
Automation Alley, 2022 Webinar for Association for Corporate Growth) 

•Business models must shift to a software business model, where innovation can be rapidly turned from 
design into physical reality.

•The Great Resignation, and Work from Home habits have changed employment practices and policies 
everywhere, making attraction of key personnel and close teamwork even more challenging.

•Supply Chain Resiliency and Risk Management has moved up in priority as a competitive strategic weapon. 

•Industry 4.0 technology companies are attracting more capital from the markets than public companies with 
traditional business models. (Compare TSLA to GM or F).



Is the “Great Resignation” 
phenomenon affecting your 
operational performance?

If you have increased demand for your products, are you finding it difficult to attract, retain, train, 

and motivate your workforce to build up your capacity to satisfy your customers with short lead 

times and high-quality products? If so, here are your available options:

•Current options:

1. Do nothing

2. Add overtime hours to an already short-handed, burned-out workforce

3. Advertise for, interview, select, train, and manage a second shift

4. Expand your plant footprint to  produce and store up more “just in case” inventory and tie up more cash 
during periodic low order flow fluctuations

5. Investigate the ROI of applying lower-cost cobot automation at your production bottleneck process(es) to 
add several hours of unmanned production per day, minimizing unnecessary build-up of just in case 
inventories, increasing overtime,  and/or setting up a second shift,



If you’re not automating, 
you’re stagnating

•2021 robot sales surged 14% over the previous high in 2017 and 28% over 2020, setting a new record at 

$2B. Non-automotive robot orders now represent 58% of the North American total. The robotics growth trend 

is very strong. 

•WHY? “The Great Resignation” has struck almost everywhere at the same time, like the pandemic did.

• More industries need increased productivity and capacity to handle the demand/supply imbalances 

stemming from the pandemic, to  alleviate ongoing labor shortages.

•Robotics fill repetitive, dull, dangerous, dirty, and dreary jobs that human workers don’t want anymore. 

•Deploying robots is now an absolute imperative, helping companies compete, win in the marketplace, and 

ultimately create higher value-added jobs to handle their growth challenges.

•A new generation of rentable robots or RaaS,  provides rapid ROI for companies in most industries, especially 

when applied at bottleneck or constraint processes.



The 5 Step Improvement Process for 
current viability and future prosperity

RULE #1: IDENTIFY YOUR ENTIRE SYSTEM’S REAL CONSTRAINT

Rule #2: FOCUS: Focus your time, attention, resources, and money on maximizing the flow of value 

creation through your current system’s real constraint. 

Rule #3: ORCHESTRATE PRODUCTION: Synchronize your entire business workflow and scheduling 

of orders, using the Constraint’s pace of Throughput as the heartbeat of the business. 

Rule #4: BREAKTHROUGH THE CONSTRAINT: Determine whether and where you wish to MOVE the 

Real Constraint with further investment into capacity.

Rule #5: IF the Constraint has been broken through, go back to STEP 1.  Check if the Constraint 

has now moved to your marketing funnel, traditional distribution policies, or sales process before 

investing in further internal process capacity improvements.
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SMALL BUSINESS OWNER’S 

RESPONSIBILITIES

Maximizing the value of the 

business in the marketplace 

takes more than short-term 

problem solving IN the 

business. A business OWNER 

must work ON the business 

itself and its OPERATING 

SYSTEM.

Otherwise, why have an 

internal Management Team?
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BLUE SEA offers the Business Owner
ad-hoc niche’ expertise to accelerate your 

team’s progress in managing your Constraint
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“Begin wite End in Mind”

A CHAIN IS ONLY AS STRONG AS ITS WEAKEST LINK 24

Blue Sea offers a  

RAPID and RELIABLE

logic-based method 

of LOCATING your 

BUSINESS SYSTEM 

CONSTRAINT



TRACK the Strengthening of your 
Business Process Chain Links
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Track the strength of 

your business 

process chain and 

FMV of your company 

after each 

improvement project. 

Then focus your time, 

attention and 

resources ON your 

next System 

Constraint.



RULE #1: ASSESS Your Current Situation by 
Valuing your Business

▪. To monitor progress toward the GOAL, you need a starting point, and the key 

metrics in place to keep your team on track

▪We start our engagement with a Company fair market valuation, using the 

world’s largest provider of business valuations (over 33 million private 

businesses globally) relied upon by over 700 financial and insurance 

institutions
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Rule #2: PRIORITIZE 
Improvement of 

Your Weakest Functional Links

•Utilize our Visual System Constraint identification 

tools

•Adopt Constraint Management logic and metrics to 

maximize Throughput, Net Profit, ROI, and 

Business FMV during your lifecycle journey

•Unify your organization with one decision-making 

platform for designing key strategic growth and 

profit improvement initiatives that improve your 

bottom line, longevity prospects, and thus 

enhance your business value in the marketplace.
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Rule #3: PLAN 
Your Most Profitable Projects

•Rate your company against a thorough 

Business Longevity Diagnostic 

Assessment for each business function 

incorporating best practices and 

common acquisition criteria.

•Utilize the Assessment as a Continuous 

Improvement project blueprint that 

keeps building transferable business 

value by keeping improvement projects 

in the right sequence.

•Achieve Team Alignment by capturing 

the experience-based intuition of key 

team members,  teaching them the 

Constraint Management principles and 

how to implement them in the business.
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Rule #4: ACHIEVE &   
Monitor Improvement Projects

•Our “What If?” Dashboard shows the financial 

impact of current or proposed projects on NP, ROI, 

and FMV, and tests alternative scenarios.

•It includes income statement, cash flow, and 

balance sheet impacts of proposed projects and 

alternative positive or negative scenarios.

•It can be connected to the System Constraint so 

that maximum product line capacity can be 

projected and linked to your marketing and sales 

communications.

•It enables development of intelligent pricing 

policies, risk management strategies, and

improvement project priorities.
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Integrating TOC and LEAN with 
Industry 4.0 solutions maximizes
top and bottom-line performance

•The most powerful way to enhance the value of your enterprise: 

• Educate and empower your next-level management team to manage bottlenecks with agility within 
your business system .

• Teach them how to minimize and buffer against upstream and downstream variability and 
dependency issues present in EVERY process—and in EVERY supply chain. 

• Install Throughput-focused metrics to keep your eye on what matters the most from a Net Profit and 
ROI standpoint, both in the short-term and in the long-run.

•Need help in that arena? 

• Engage a Network TOC/LEAN expert to educate and help your key team apply integrated TOC/LEAN 
concepts and metrics to Industry 4.0 innovation breakthrough projects.

• Replace departmental efficiency and productivity metrics with throughput metrics and buffer 
management techniques to drive maximum bottom line improvements and build a team that “thinks 
like a business owner”. 

• Strategically CHOOSE where your internal system constraint should be positioned to minimize 
unnecessary enterprise disruption and create a more predictable, synchronized, and stable business 
operation.
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How to increase your profits and 
maximize the FMV of your business

•Use a Simple but Critical Metric for Managerial Decisions:         T must be >     OE.  That is, your Rate of 

Change in Throughput (T = Sales – Totally Variable Costs), must exceed your Rate of Change in System 

Operating Expenses, in order to INCREASE Net Profits.

•For any new investment in the business: (      T– OE) / Investment (I) must be > Current  (T-OE)/I.

•How can you know these in advance?

• Utilize the proprietary BSAN “What If Dashboard”, with the input of your Team and key vendors to 

immediately compute the impact of any major managerial decision or disruption scenario on the 

profitability of the business and its impact on the FMV of your company.

•Focusing on your Key Constraints on current Throughput and Key Risks to future Throughput  are your 

financial survival keys. Using constraint-based metrics across your entire enterprise will promote 

financial, operational performance, and market value enhancement gains. 
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Longevity Planning 
is a Team Sport

•Successful Longevity Planning requires a collaborative team of expert advisors and 

experienced business professionals to help you:

• Identify and focus on your System Constraint

• Improve the flow of value creation through the System Constraint

• Understand all your exit options 

• Acquire top dollar for your business when you are ready to bring the company to market

• Match your business with the most qualified successors

• Obtain the terms of the deal most important and advantageous to you



Your Essential 
Business Longevity Team

1. A pre-M&A Business Longevity coach with experience in business valuations, continuous 
improvement methodologies, Constraint Management metrics, project prioritization toolsets, and a vast 
network of top niche’ business professionals that can help you break through your core constraint.

2. An excellent CPA firm with M&A and Advance Tax Planning capabilities

3. A talented team of lawyers with M&A, business, tax, and estate planning expertise

4. An experienced risk management/asset protection firm offering insurance expertise, captive 
alternatives, risk transfer, and audit capabilities

5. A strong financial planning and wealth management firm that specializes in retirement planning for 
business owners

6. A successful transactional M&A Advisory Group or Investment Banker with broad connections to 
thousands of strategic buyers, P/E firms, and family offices



Our Outstanding
Value Proposition

• Blue Sea’s Longevity Coaching for key management teams is provided on a success fee basis, with month-
to-month retainers credited against an outcome-based success fee. 

• Blue Sea Fee Guarantee: A 5x+ ROI Minimum by the end of our 15-month engagement. We guarantee that 
if you follow the priorities and recommendations of our Network professionals, the INCREASE in the Book 
Value of your Business will be at least 5x higher than our Network’s total fees in getting you there, 
including the fees or commissions of all recommended Network professionals. 

• Net Profits are adjusted to include any increases or decreases in Owner Discretionary Compensation during the period of 
engagement.

• You won’t pay us any deferred fees unless and until you achieve at least the 5x ROI. 

• You may cancel our retainer fees at any time after the end of our 15-month engagement.

• Your company’s FMV increase at the end of our normal 15-month engagement will generally be a higher 
multiple of your higher earnings. Extended engagements are expected to deliver FMV increases at least 
10x our total fees, as verified by a third-party business valuation platform relied on by over 700 financial 
institutions. 
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Our Network focuses on 
helping you maximize the 

value of your business

Simply contact Blue Sea Advisors Network at www.BlueSea.LLC to set up a 

no-obligation 30-minute Q&A call, where you can ask me anything about 

growing and ultimately transferring some or all of the equity in your business, 

If there is a good fit, we can help you take the next step in conducting a 

current Business Valuation, assessing your Key Performance Indicators, and 

conducting an eye-opening Business Longevity Assessment. 

http://www.bluesea.llc/

